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1 A Tool for Introducing Computer Science
2 with Automatic Formative Assessment
3 Luciana Benotti, Mar�ıa Cecilia Mart�ınez, and Fernando Schapachnik

4 Abstract—In this paper we present a software platform called Chatbot designed to introduce high school students to Computer

5 Science (CS) concepts in an innovative way: by programming chatbots. A chatbot is a bot that can be programmed to have a

6 conversation with a human or robotic partner in some natural language such as English or Spanish. While programming their chatbots,

7 students use fundamental CS constructs such as variables, conditionals, and finite state automata, among others. Chatbot uses pattern

8 matching, state of the art lemmatization techniques, and finite state automata in order to provide automatic formative assessment to the

9 students.When an error is found, the formative feedback generated is immediate and task-level.We evaluated Chatbot in two

10 observational studies. An online nation-wide competition wheremore than 10,000 students participated. And, amandatory in-class

11 15-lesson pilot course in three high schools.Wemeasured indicators of student engagement (task completion, participation, self

12 reported interest, etc.) and found that girls’ engagement with Chatbot was higher than boys’ for most indicators. Also, in the online

13 competition, the task completion rate for the students that decided to useChatbot was five times higher than for the students that chose to

14 use the renown animation and game programming tool Alice. Our results suggest that the availability of automatic formative assessment

15 may have an impact on task completion and other engagement indicators among high school students.

16 Index Terms—Interactive learning environments, K-12 education, computer science education, automatic formative assessment

Ç

17 1 INTRODUCTION

18 THERE is a worldwide need to promote youth engage-
19 ment in Computer Science (CS). Taking our country as
20 an example, we know that Argentinean universities gradu-
21 ate approximately 4,000 CS students a year (compared to
22 10,000 in Law and 15,000 in Economics) while the national
23 industry needs to hire twice that amount [1], [2].
24 Previous studies suggest that the lack of early CS educa-
25 tion can influence career choices: students may not be
26 selecting CS simply because they do not know what CS
27 is [3], [4]. The typical K-12 student in Argentina never
28 encounters CS topics during his/her school years. The cur-
29 riculum focuses on user training rather than on CS content:
30 students learn how to use a word processor, a spreadsheet
31 or how to create an online blog. This context is not unique
32 to Argentina; many developed countries share the same
33 problem [5], [6], [7]. There are some exceptions such as
34 Israel, where CS has been taught at (some) high schools for
35 many years now [8], and other countries are starting to
36 follow. This is the case, for example, in the US [9],
37 New Zealand [10], and the UK [6].

38Given the current situation, there is increasing consensus
39that introducing students to CS in high school (and even
40primary school) is necessary to help them make educated
41choices about their professional future but also to include
42them in the technological world as active and creative citi-
43zens. Institutions, companies, universities and teachers
44around the world are working towards this goal with sev-
45eral initiatives. In Argentina, one of them is an online pro-
46gramming contest based on the renown animation and
47game programming tool Alice [11], [12], that despite having
48attracted tens of thousands of students, faced the issues of
49low female participation and low task completion rates.
50With the goal of addressing these issues, we developed
51Chatbot. Chatbot is an educational software tool designed
52to introduce high school students to CS concepts in an inno-
53vative way. Chatbot is innovative in at least three aspects.
54First, students program chatbots rather than animations,
55games or physical robots as most initiatives around the
56world do. A chatbot is a bot that can be programmed to
57have a conversation with a human or robotic partner in
58some natural language such as English or Spanish. Inspired
59by previous research on gender and technology [13], [14],
60we intended to address low female participation in the
61online programming contest through a chat related activity.
62The contest participants could decide to participate with
63Chatbot, Alice or both.
64Second, Chatbot was designed to serve as an educational
65software tool suitable for massive online open courses or
66competitions that include low teacher support. Hence, the
67tool includes automatic formative assessment capabilities
68with immediate, task level feedback. Chatbot uses pattern
69matching, state of the art lemmatization techniques, and
70finite state automata in order to generate the feedback.
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71 Third, Chatbot is innovative because, differently from
72 most available software tools for CS education, it can be
73 used for teaching not only basic programming but also high
74 level CS concepts (such as finite state automata). For exam-
75 ple, finite state automata are necessary to model topic shifts
76 during a conversation.
77 Besides describing Chatbot and how it generates forma-
78 tive feedback, this article presents two observational studies
79 that analyze student engagement while programming chat-
80 bots in a classroom environment and in the online contest,
81 making the following contributions:

82 � We present Chatbot, an educational tool for intro-
83 ducing high school students to CS concepts in an
84 innovative way. Chatbot is innovative because it
85 generates formative assessment automatically while
86 the students program bots that can chat, using basic
87 programming constructs (e.g., variables) and high
88 level CS concepts (e.g., finite state automata).
89 � We measured indicators of student engagement
90 when using Chatbot. Following [15], we define
91 engagement as cognitive investment in learning
92 and completing the task, and we measure it through
93 several indicators: task completion, enthusiasm, par-
94 ticipation, self reported interest and easiness, will-
95 ingness to learn more, among others.
96 � We compared Chatbot effects on student engagement
97 in two observational studies: an online competition
98 that also uses the well known platform Alice where
99 more than 10 thousand students participated, and an

100 in-class 15-lesson course in three high schools.
101 � We found that girls’ engagement with Chatbot was
102 significantly higher than boys’ for most indicators.
103 We found evidence suggesting that Chatbot was eas-
104 ier to use with formative feedback.
105 � In the online competition we found that, although
106 Alice was initially more appealing to the contestants,
107 the task completion rate for the students using Chat-
108 bot with formative feedback was five times greater
109 than for the students that chose to produce a game
110 or animation using Alice.
111 The rest of the article is organized as follows. The next sec-
112 tion positions our work with respect to related work.
113 Section 3 describes the Chatbot tool and the technologies
114 implementing its automatic formative assessment capabili-
115 ties. Section 4 reports our results of the evaluation of Chatbot
116 in the online student contest and in the classroom. Section 5
117 discusses the results of the studies. Final remarks and our
118 future research agenda conclude the article in Section 6.

119 2 RELATED WORK AND FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

120 This section presents an analytical review of the related
121 work and highlights the role and place of the research
122 reported in this paper with respect to the existing work.

123 2.1 Initiatives for Computer Science Promotion

124 Chatbot development was motivated by an online contest
125 called Dale Aceptar (DA) (Spanish for “just hit OK”). Dale
126 Aceptar is a free online competition organized by the Sado-
127 sky Foundation at http://www.daleaceptar.gob.ar. It is

128performed annually with the aim of interesting students
129into pursuing CS related careers. The competition targets
130high school students, with no prior background in CS, who
131sign in on their own because they see an advertisement.
132DA is not the only initiative in the world to promote K-12
133student engagement in CS. Code.org [16] in the US organ-
134izes the “One hour of code” campaign, a massive online
135challenge for CS promotion. In this challenge students solve
136fixed puzzles by programming. Since programming assign-
137ments in Code.org are fixed, it provides rich automatic for-
138mative feedback. It implements verification feedback as
139well as elaborated feedback with links to videos that explain
140the core programming concepts it teaches. It has reached
141millions of K-12 students and teachers all over the world. It
142only focuses on teaching programming and does not target
143other high level CS concepts. It targets elementary school
144students (6+ years old). In contrast, Dale Aceptar targets a
145high school audience (13+ years old).
146Another initiative to promote K-12 student engagement
147in CS is the New Zealand based CS Unplugged [17]. This
148program also proposes to teach high level CS concepts other
149than programming (such as finite state automata, criptogra-
150phy and protocols) but without using a computer and
151through simple but effective games that involve physical
152movements and manipulation of objects. This approach is
153quite widespread but, to the best of our knowledge, its
154impact has not been measured. Like our Chatbot project, CS
155Unplugged is based on the assumption that learning high
156level CS concepts can contribute to developing higher order
157thinking skills. Some studies, such as the one conducted by
158Doran et al. [18] support this assumption. Doran and her
159colleagues evaluated the impact of teaching abstract CS con-
160cepts other than programming on high school student per-
161formance and engagement in other subjects. They found
162that performance and engagement indicators improved in
163subjects as diverse as Math and English.
164Code.org and CS Unplugged are the most widespread
165initiatives for CS promotion at K-12 level but there are
166others (e.g., [6], [10]) that use different tools for their pur-
167poses. The first edition of Dale Aceptar in 2012 was solely
168based on Alice [11]. Alice was the tool of choice because, at
169the time the competition was planned, it complied with the
170following features that were sine qua non conditions for the
171online student competition. 1) User interface appealing for
172teenagers between 13 and 20 years old. Some tools with a
173more childish look and feel (e.g., Scratch [19]) could not be
174used. 2) Provided for free with an Open Source license and
175it had both Windows and Linux versions. Available in
176Spanish (unlike most tools from other countries). Most
177Argentinean students are not fluent in English. 3) Usable
178with low teacher support (unlike CS Unplugged activities).
179A website made available 23 short-video lessons, going
180from basic concepts up to building a turn-taking, timer-
181based game. A fora provided support for Q&A.
182In 2012, the contest attracted more than 10,000 students
183by various promotional methods that focused on having
184fun while attempting to win prizes. In this first edition, the
185task completion rate was only 1 percent and almost 90 per-
186cent of the students were male. Thus, attracting more female
187students and improving the task completion rate were rea-
188sons to develop Chatbot.
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189 2.2 Chatbots and Tutoring Systems

190 Chatbots have been used in different contexts as tutoring
191 systems not only for teaching CS but also other subjects.
192 These tutoring systems teach different topics by chatting
193 with the students. Differently from our work, when using
194 such tutoring systems, students do not program chatbots but
195 they chat with them. Kerly et al. [20] describe a chatbot that
196 chats with students in order to influence their opinions
197 about programming in C. Oscar [21] is another intelligent
198 tutoring system which leads a tutoring conversation and
199 dynamically predicts and adapts to students’ learning style.
200 Oscar can discuss about programming errors and code style
201 with the students. There is a vast amount of work on intelli-
202 gent tutoring systems that teach topics other than CS. For
203 example, AutoTutor [22] is an intelligent tutoring system
204 that helps students learn Newtonian physics, computer lit-
205 eracy, and critical thinking topics through tutorial conversa-
206 tions in natural language. AutoTutor uses computational
207 linguistics techniques such as latent semantic analysis, regu-
208 lar expression matching, and speech act classifiers in order
209 to understand natural language.
210 Tutoring systems are different from Chatbot, where stu-
211 dents have to program their own chatbots and learn basic
212 CS concepts by programming, not by chatting. As most
213 intelligent tutoring systems do, Chatbot provides formative
214 feedback and assessment. However, we do not consider
215 Chatbot to be a full-fledged intelligent tutoring system since
216 it tries neither to model nor to adapt to students’ learning
217 style. As well as AutoTutor, Chatbot uses some computa-
218 tional linguistics techniques. In particular, Chatbot uses
219 lemmatization (to parse word declinations) and regular
220 expression matching. For predictability, since the students
221 are doing the chatbot programming, we decided not to
222 include non-determinism. Hence, no statistically based tech-
223 nique (such as latent semantic analysis or speech act classi-
224 fiers) is used. Semantics (such as topic shifts and dialogue
225 referents) are modeled through the finite state automata
226 that the students design. We describe the technologies used
227 to generate formative feedback automatically in Section 3.
228 A few researchers have used chatbot programming, as we
229 do, as a method for interesting students in CS. For example,
230 Shaw [23] taught some basic artificial intelligence concepts
231 in an introductory CS course at his university by making his
232 students program a chatbot. Keegan et al. [24] presented
233 Turi, a chatbot programming tool that was used in a work-
234 shop to explain the Turing Test. Bigham et al. [25] used chat-
235 bot programming to inspire a group of blind high school
236 students to pursue a career in Computer Science. To the
237 best of our knowledge, these experiences have not been
238 described in detail and their engaging effect has not been
239 reported. Moreover, differently from Chatbot, none of them
240 provides automatic formative assessment.

241 2.3 Gender and Tools for Computer
242 Science Education

243 One of the reasons to develop Chatbot was to have a tool
244 that can promote girls engagement in CS.
245 Based on teenager focus groups and self reported ques-
246 tionnaires that gather information about what they use com-
247 puters for and for how long, research showed that most
248 Latin American girls prefer to use computers in order to

249foster interpersonal and social relationships and, in contrast,
250boys are more likely to use computers to play games [13],
251[14], [26], [27]. Recent studies at university level concen-
252trated on analyzing teachers’ opinions about student
253engagement [28], [29], [30], [31]. These studies found that
254instructors’ responded differently to females and males in
255CS learning environments, and that these differences may
256affect achievement and interest in CS. Other studies [32],
257[33] described how to engage students through specific
258techniques such as game design and they reported positive
259impact on engagement indicators. However these studies
260did not control for gender differences.
261Research also shows that boys are more likely to know
262more programming than girls before entering CS majors.
263They usually have previous experiences learning program-
264ming and are more likely to chose programming courses
265in high school [26], [34], [35]. Margolis [26] documents that
266girls are more attracted to more abstract and high-level con-
267cepts of CS rather than to programming. Unlike Chatbot,
268most of the tools currently available for CS education focus
269on teaching programming rather than on other CS topics.
270Reviewing the most reknown tools for teaching program-
271ming at a high school level we found that the first ones were
272Karel [36] and Logo [37]. While Karel design focused more
273on how to properly structure basic programs, Logo also
274included notions of spatial reasoning. Recently, several edu-
275cational programming environments for high school were
276developed. Utting et al. [38] compared three of the most well
277known environments with respect to age, gender, and logical
278thinking. We briefly summarize their findings. To start with,
279Greenfoot [39], that teaches object orientation with Java,
280emphasizes logical thinkingmore than the other tools. More-
281over, Alice [11], [40], which can be used to program in a three
282dimensional environment, is particularly appealing for girls
283(however, see our own findings related to gender in Sec-
284tion 4). Finally, Scratch [19] is similar to Alice, but has a user
285interface that targets younger children. All three of them
286allow for easy development of animations and interactive
287games while teaching programming with block based pro-
288gramming languages that prevent parsing problems. Since
289all these tools allow for open ended programming, they do
290not offer automatic formative feedback or assessment. More
291tools exist for teaching programming at university level than
292at high school level. They have been surveyed in [41], [42]
293and more recently in [43]. In [43], an online architecture for
294classifying and increasing the access to such tools is pro-
295posed. Some of these tools provide different forms of auto-
296matic formative feedback but they are probably too complex
297for the background and age of the students that we target.
298There are a few tools that teach high level CS concepts.
299For example, Kara [44] is a declarative programming envi-
300ronment where programs are graphically created as finite
301state machines. Stagecast Creator [45] is based on the pro-
302gramming by demonstration paradigm, where rules are cre-
303ated by giving examples of what actions should take place
304in a given situation. Neither of these tools provide auto-
305matic formative feedback. To the best of our knowledge,
306there are not many tools to teach CS concepts other than pro-
307gramming at high school level. We believe that the availabil-
308ity of tools with different characteristics and design goals is
309good because the range of students, teachers and CS con-
310cepts that they serve are also diverse.
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311 2.4 Desiderata for a New Tool: Formative
312 Assessment

313 Taking all this research into account, Dale Aceptar organiz-
314 ers added a new category based on Chatbot’s ability to con-
315 nect to social networks (e.g., Facebook) for Dale Aceptar
316 second edition (ran during the second semester of 2012).
317 The idea was simple: build a chatbot that impersonates
318 yourself. Participants got points for long conversations that
319 their chatbots had with their friends; the one with the high-
320 est score won.
321 Online videos taught students how to build chatbots that
322 favored engagement of the other party through a series of
323 strategies: answer a question with another question, make
324 your chatbot expert in one topic (e.g., movies) and always tilt
325 the conversation towards that topic, etc. All videos for both
326 Chatbot and Alice lessons had the same characteristics: dis-
327 covery based teaching as the predominant teaching strategy,
328 scripted by the same group of educators; and taught by the
329 same teacher. All of the videos—in Spanish—are available
330 from the competition’s site http://www.daleaceptar.gob.ar.
331 However, the Chatbot online contest in 2012 was not suc-
332 cessful. Although 489 students signed in to participate with
333 Chatbot, only a few uploaded complete bots. The task com-
334 pletion rate was still 1 percent, as with Alice. The female
335 participation did increase however, with 27 percent of
336 females signing up in the Chatbot contest (versus 10 percent
337 in Alice). While interviewing 2012 Dale Aceptar partici-
338 pants, we found the following potential explanations for
339 Chatbot low task completion rate in the online contest.

340 � Impersonation: teenagers’ online profiles are not just
341 “accounts”, they are their daily socialization channel,
342 their own personal exhibit window. The possibility
343 of having a bot interacting with others making them
344 look bad in public was a show stopper for turning
345 Chatbot on or having it chat with many people.
346 � Unbounded score: although their own score was
347 shown all the time at the top of Chatbot’s screen,
348 they had no idea what others’ score was. As a result,
349 there was no way of inferring if they were making
350 adequate progress in the competition context.
351 � Open ended task: students had no way of knowing
352 when they had finished programming a good chat-
353 bot. In order to program a good chatbot, one needs
354 to predict what others’ might ask from it. The vari-
355 ability of such questions may well be infinite.
356 � Too difficult: predicting what others’ might say is a
357 difficult task, more related to linguistics than to CS.
358 Chatbot had a log of questions it did not have an
359 answer for, and some features to turn that question
360 into new code. However, leaving the chatbot on for a
361 few hours and then finding a great number of misun-
362 derstood questions built an idea of never ending task.
363 It is well-known that retention rates are very low in online
364 courses [46]. As argued by Newmann [15], engagement in
365 the classroom can be seen as the product of three main fac-
366 tors, 1) the need for personal competence (which varies with
367 socio-economic status), 2) the types of tasks students are
368 required to do (mechanical, fun, authentic), and 3) the school
369 environment (support, care, fairness, academic status). Posi-
370 tive school and classroom environment includes teachers

371providing personal support to avoid frustration when diffi-
372culties arise, and caring about students as individuals in a
373context where academic expectations are clear and school
374success is promoted for all. How does that work in the online
375world? What is necessary to do to retain students who have
376not logged in to a site for a while, so that they can come back?
377How is it possible to offer help to thousands of students
378widely spread geographically when there are only a few
379teachers? These are hard questions related to the open prob-
380lem of low completion rates in all online courses.
381One potential solution is to provide automatic formative
382feedback and assessment to students about theirwork. Previ-
383ous work on formative feedback and its effects, can be classi-
384fied according to whether they focus on its effects on
385learning [47], [48], [49], [50] or on its effect on motivation and
386engagement [51] (most previous work fall in the first cate-
387gory). Wiliam [47] found that formative feedback is most
388effective for learningwhen the feedback tells participants not
389just what to improve but also how to go about it. Butler [51]
390found that motivation was higher after receiving verification
391feedback (i.e., grades) than after receiving feedback that
392explains how to improve. Wiliam [50] argues that there
393remains muchmore work to be done to integrate research on
394formative assessment with more fundamental research on
395instructional design, feedback, motivation and engagement.
396Considering this body of research, we modified Chatbot
397in order to include four different kinds of feedback as classi-
398fied by Shute [48]: 1) a percentage of correctness of the chat-
399bot with respect to predefined questionnaires, 2) a
400classification of the errors into “Not addressing the question”
401or “Addressing the question wrongly”, 3) a direct link to the
402part of the program that needs revision, and 4) hints about
403the concepts needed to solve the task (for example, by point-
404ing the student to a video or reading material). We describe
405the Chatbot tool and the technologies implementing its auto-
406matic formative assessment capabilities in the next section.

4073 CHATBOT DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

408We begin this section by presenting Chatbot and explaining
409how we use it to introduce fundamental CS concepts
410(Section 3.1). We then explain how Chatbot generates for-
411mative assessment automatically in Section 3.2.
412The examples used in this section are based on a murder
413story that can be played with Chatbot where five suspects, a
414murder victim and a detective are left alone in a mountain
415(see Fig. 1). Students have to choose one suspect to defend
416and program their chatbot so that it answers the detective
417questions properly. The detective’s questionnaire files are
418programmed by the teachers using regular expressions for
419the expected answers.1

4203.1 Chatbot Basics

421In Chatbot students program chatbots to answer in different
422ways depending on who they are talking to, what the per-
423son is saying, which topic they talked about before, etc.
424While designing Chatbot, we emphasized on transparency.
425Unlike commercial chatbots, our tool does not use any “black
426box” approach to “magically” fabricate replies (e.g., using

1. The game story and the detective questionnaires can be down-
loaded from www.daleaceptar.gob.ar (in Spanish).
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428 be used to explore specialized concepts such as the Turing
429 Test and Natural Language Processing topics. It includes
430 state-of-the-art natural language processing techniques. We
431 use FreeLing [52] as a C++ library providing natural lan-
432 guage analysis functionalities (morphological analysis,
433 named entity detection, PoS-tagging, parsing, word sense
434 disambiguation, semantic role labeling, etc.). Freeling works
435 for a variety of languages: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Ital-
436 ian, French, German, Russian, Catalan, Galician, Croatian,
437 Slovene, among others. Freeling’s licence is GPL Affero.
438 Chatbot is open source, distributed under the GNU General
439 Public License GPLv3. It is available in Spanish and English
440 (both its interface and the natural language processing). It
441 can be downloaded from http://bit.ly/1iglAf6.
442 In this section we illustrate how Chatbot can be used to
443 teach some fundamental CS concepts such as variables and
444 conditionals, as well as the more advanced concept of finite
445 state automata.
446 Chatbots are programmed in Chatbot by writing sets of
447 (pattern, effect) pairs. These pairs are called rules in Chatbot.
448 The chatbot responds with the effect when the pattern
449 matches the stimulus received by the chatbot. Patterns are
450 regular expressions that may include wildcards and varia-
451 bles, and effects may include variables and conditionals
452 (among more advanced structures).
453 The example shown in Fig. 2 is a dialogue between the
454 suspect of a murder and the detective in charge of the inves-
455 tigation. The teacher can give this dialogue to the students
456 and challenge them to write a single (pattern, effect) pair to
457 program a bot that can answer like this suspect. In order to
458 solve this exercise with a single pair, a conditional and a vari-
459 able need to be used. The detective chatbot is programmed
460 by the teacher. A student can monitor whether her chatbot
461 is fulfilling its goal by observing both bots chatting on Face-
462 book as shown in the figure.2

463 A correct answer to the exercise is shown in a screenshot
464 of the Chatbot platform in Fig. 3. In the screenshot, the
465 upper part contains a basic menu, the left hand panel con-
466 tains a hierarchy of all the pair of rules that have been pro-
467 grammed, and the right hand panel shows the rule

468highlighted in the left hand panel. This rule is a solution to
469the exercise: the pattern (under the textbox Writes) includes
470the wildcard � that can match any number of words (e.g.,
471“Do you think that”) and the variable [person] that stores the
472value of the word (e.g., “cook”) that comes right before the
473phrase “is the murderer?”. The effect (under the textbox Chat-
474bot replies) is a conditional expression that, depending on the
475value of the variable [person], may give different answers.
476This single rule is enough for the suspect bot to answer as
477required by the dialogue in Fig. 2. This suspect bot will say
478that the millionaire is not the murderer.
479The rest of the screenshot shown in Fig. 3 contains the
480following elements. The textbox If indicates that the sus-
481pect chatbot will only use this rule when talking to the
482detective. This textbox can be filled by selecting any of the
483contact names obtained from the contact list of the social
484network to which it is connected. The textbox Or any of
485these variants includes a list of alternative patterns that can
486also trigger the effect of this rule. These variants are not
487required for the challenge posed by Fig. 2 but allow the
488bot to answer consistently even if the question is asked in
489a different way.
490The teacher can give the students the dialogue shown in
491Fig. 4 in order to motivate the need for finite state automata.
492This dialogue contains two utterances that are exactly the
493same—“when did you meet him?”—but that occur at different
494points or states of the dialogue and, as a result, they need to
495receive different answers—“last year at the dinner” and “few
496years ago”. Under the same input pattern, the effect has to be
497different. In this way, the teacher can show that not only the
498input pattern but also the current state of the dialogue, can
499alter the output that needs to be generated.
500While solving this exercise the students have to design a
501finite state automaton that contains, at least, two stateswhich
502model the two referents of this dialogue fragment (one for
503the millionaire and one for the cook). They also have to

Fig. 1. The suspects and the victim before the murder in the murder story
game that can be played with Chatbot.

Fig. 2. Sample dialogue provided to students between a murder suspect
bot and a detective bot that motivates the use of a conditional if-then-
else as the one shown in Fig. 3.

2. The Facebook messenger here plays the role of an interface where
a student can see how the dialogue evolves between the suspect and
the detective in order to debug her bot. A similar visualization can be
done in the Chatbot interface without Internet connection.

BENOTTI ET AL.: A TOOL FOR INTRODUCING COMPUTER SCIENCEWITH AUTOMATIC FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 5
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504 model how the dialogue utterances make the automaton
505 enter the appropriate states. The students need to realize that
506 the utterance “is the millionaire single?” takes the chatbot into

507the state that we call The millionaire. When the question
508“when did you meet him?” is asked for the first time in the dia-
509logue, the chatbot responds with the rule triggered in The
510millionaire state producing the answer “last year at the
511dinner”. Later on, the utterance “You hired the cook?” takes the
512chatbot into the state The cook. When the second occurrence
513of the utterance “when did you meet him?” appears in the dia-
514logue the chatbot answers “Few years ago”. Fig. 5 shows a
515finite state automaton that models this dialogue.
516After discovering the finite state automaton shown in
517Fig. 5, the students have to codify it in the Chatbot tool as
518shown in Fig. 3. The folders The millionaire and The cook
519represent the two states shown in Fig. 5. Hence, both of
520them have to contain the rule “when did you meet him?”.
521States are represented as folders in the tool; as shown in the
522left hand panel of the screenshot in Fig. 3. Each folder con-
523tains all the rules that are incoming arrows of the state in
524the finite state automata. When a rule is used during a dia-
525logue—“The millionaire is single?”—the chatbot enters the
526state represented as its containing folder—The millionaire.
527Using finite state automata terminology, the rules define the
528transitions between states, and the topics that the chatbot can
529talk about are represented as states. The different topics that
530the dialogue can go through are different states that the
531chatbot can be in. In this way, the chatbot topics and topic
532transitions can be formalized as a finite state automaton.
533To the best of our knowledge, although chatbot program-
534ming has been used before to engage students in CS (see
535Section 2), no educational tool similar to Chatbot has been

Fig. 3. Screenshot of Chatbot. The selected (pattern, effect) pair uses variables, wildcards, and conditionals in order to produce the behavior of the
suspect in Fig. 2. The folders in the left hand panel represent the states that the chatbot can be in. The states The millonaire and The cook are neces-
sary to produce the behavior shown in Fig. 4 and represented as a finite state automata in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Sample dialogue between a suspect and the detective that moti-
vates the understanding of finite state automata. The same utterance
“when did youmeet him?” occurs twice in different states of the dialogue.
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536 developed before where fundamental concepts of CS such
537 as variables, conditionals and finite state automata, can be
538 introduced.

539 3.2 Implementing Formative Assessment in Chatbot

540 Alibi is the name of the version of Chatbot that generates auto-
541 matic formative assessment. As we already mentioned, stu-
542 dents can play a murder story using Chatbot by choosing one
543 suspect to defend, and by programming their chatbots so that
544 they answer the detective questions properly. In Dale Aceptar
545 2013 the detective’s interrogation questionnaire for each of
546 the suspects alongwith a log bookwith his findings and spec-
547 ulations, was made available weekly to the participants by
548 the contest teachers. The formative assessment implementa-
549 tion is based on the detective questionnaires.
550 In order to win the contest, students need to have a good
551 score in all of the 10 published questionnaires and also in a
552 final one, which is not disclosed before the deadline to
553 upload the produced chatbots. A jury of experts then picks
554 the winners among the top ranked bots, which must be pro-
555 grammed using concepts such as variables and finite state
556 automata in order to handle properly the questionnaires.
557 As in the case of Alice, students learn by watching online
558 Chatbot tutorial videos and using the support fora.
559 Once the detective bot questionnaires are loaded into
560 Chatbot, the tool simulates a conversation between the detec-
561 tive bot and the suspect bot programmed by the student as
562 shown in Fig. 6. During the simulation Chatbot unifies differ-
563 ent declinations of words and uses the most probable parse
564 tree of the questions by including natural language lemmati-
565 zation and parsing techniques as described in [52]. The
566 answers to the questions are programmed by the student, as
567 explained in Section 3.1, and are matched against the rules
568 that are programmed by the teacher in the detective bot.
569 Fig. 6 shows that the student did not program the finite
570 automata behind the bot properly because it is answering
571 the question about the cook with the same answer as the
572 question about the millionaire. Such answer does not match
573 the patterns ½SomejFewjFourj4� � years� programmed in the
574 detective bot. A correct answer is shown in Fig. 4.
575 Fig. 6 illustrates the different types of formative feedback
576 implemented in the Alibi version of Chatbot. Questions are
577 flagged as ok (in black) if the answer is correct. Otherwise,
578 Chatbot confesses guilt if it cannot find a matching rule (red
579 flag), or tags an answer as incorrect if there is a rule but the

580output does not match the (encrypted) regular expression
581that the questionnaire file has for identifying correct
582answers. In this last case, the incorrect answer is marked in
583violet as in Fig. 6. Students must keep their bot from con-
584fessing but also from flagging answers as incorrect. Based
585on how well the bot answers, a global score is calculated. In
586Fig. 6 the global score is 45 percent (the first questionnaire is
58790 percent correct and the second is 0 percent). It reaches
588100 percent if all questions of the loaded questionnaires are
589answered properly.
590The student can use the button “Explain error” in order
591to inspect any question that is red or violet. When program-
592ming the detective bot, the teacher can associate hints to dif-
593ferent questions in the interrogatory such as a link to the
594part of the detective log that registers how long the suspects
595have known each other, or a video that explains how finite
596state automata are used in Chatbot.
597The different kinds of formative feedback that Chatbot
598uses can be classified following Shute [48]. First, the
599percentage of correctness of the programmed chatbot with
600respect to predefined questionnaires can be considered as a
601verification type of feedback that provides an assessment for
602the outcome. Second, Chatbot generates a classification of
603the errors into “Not addressing the question” and
604“Addressing the question wrongly”. This feedback cannot
605be directly mapped to a feedback type in [48]. It is quite
606common for teachers to classify the kind of errors the stu-
607dents make while programming (syntax error versus
608semantic error for example), but this may not be so common
609in other disciplines. Third, Chatbot provides the student
610with a direct link to the part of the program that needs revi-
611sion. This type of feedback corresponds to error flagging
612according to Shute. Finally, Chatbot can give a hint about
613the concepts needed to solve the task (for example, by point-
614ing the student to a video or reading material). This last type
615of feedback can help the student figure out how to fix
616the error. It can be classified as hint according to Shute.
617Summing up, Chatbot is able to provide verification, error

Fig. 5. Finite state automata representing the states and transitions used
by the dialogue in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Chatbot’s interface showing formative feedback. The selected
questionnaire has been 90 percent correctly solved. The question shown
in violet indicates that the answer does not comply with the expected
regular expression. The student can get further explanations by pressing
the button “Explain error”.
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618 flagging and hint feedback that is immediate and related to
619 the task, in the context of introductory CS.
620 Alibi addresses the problems found in the first version of
621 Chatbot as follows:

622 � Impersonation: the “social” component is not pres-
623 ent in Alibi, chatbots do not need to be tied to a per-
624 sonal account anymore.
625 � Unbounded score: there is a maximum achievable
626 score of 100 percent, students always know how
627 they are doing.
628 � Open ended task: the previous open ended task was
629 turned into a structured one: program an answer for
630 each of the detective’s questions.3 Chatbot has a
631 color code that provides students automatic forma-
632 tive feedback about their progress.
633 � Too difficult: the questionnaire format helped over-
634 come the difficulties coming from not knowing what
635 others may answer or ask. If an error is found, the
636 student can ask for feedback about what rules need
637 revision.
638 Altogether, the different elements of Alibi provide a
639 structured task with automatic formative feedback decreas-
640 ing uncertainty. They also allow questionnaire designers to
641 decide which CS concepts are required to be mastered in
642 order to solve a questionnaire making students focus more
643 on the fundamental CS concepts taught rather than on lin-
644 guistic issues.
645 An important advantage of the formative feedback pro-
646 vided by Chatbot is that it is automatic. This feature makes
647 feedback available all the time at no cost, letting teenagers
648 advance at their own pace in their learning process.

649 4 CHATBOT EVALUATION

650 In this section we present the result of two observational
651 studies that analyze the effects of Chatbot on student
652 engagement. The first study compares the use of Chatbot
653 with and without the formative assessment tool in the
654 online contest. The second study compares the use of

655Chatbot with and without formative assessment in the class-
656room. We decided to use these studies to analyze the effect
657of formative assessment in student engagement in Chatbot
658because although the contexts of the studies were different,
659the findings were similar.

6604.1 Chatbot Evaluation in the Online Contest
661As we already mentioned, besides the issue of lack of female
662participation, with Alibi (which included formative assess-
663ment) we intended to improve the completion rate which
664was only 1 percent in Dale Aceptar 2012 using Chatbot
665without formative assessment. Although many students
666signed in 2012, only a very small percentage were self-moti-
667vated enough to complete the task and participated until
668the end of the competition. In this section we report our
669results using Chatbot with Alibi in the 2013 edition of
670Dale Aceptar.
671During 2013, 9,612 students signed in to participate inDale
672Aceptar. They were required to indicate whether they had
673previous background in programming or CS. If they did,
674they registered in an advanced track and did not compete
675with the students with no background. We include in this
676study only those students with no background in CS or pro-
677gramming: 9,371 teenagers, 8,137 (86.83 percent) being male.
678Of those, 8,502 participants decided to participate with Alice,
679and 1,454 decided to gowith Chatbot. 585 participants signed
680in to participate with both (and hence they are included in
681the number of participants for individual systems). Birth date
682was self reported and optional, and its verification was
683relaxed because at the time it was a popular belief that chil-
684dren should not report their true birth date in online forms to
685protect their personal information from grooming and other
686forms of abuse. From the 9,371 that registered, 7,216 partici-
687pants reported their age. Age distribution is shown in Fig. 7.
688Inside each age group, gender distribution follows the overall
689proportion (around 85 percent beingmale).
690Argentina has 24 provinces with most of the population
691living in Buenos Aires Province (38 percent, also taking into
692account Buenos Aires City, which is politically independent
693but geographically included), C�ordoba (8 percent), and
694Santa Fe (8 percent). The rest of the population is spread in
695lower percentages over the remaining 21 provinces. The
696geographical distribution of the participants closely resem-
697bles the population distribution (Buenos Aires City plus
698Buenos Aires Province having 37 percent, C�ordoba having
6997.5 percent, Santa Fe having 7.8 percent, etc.).
700Table 1 reports the participation and completion rate by
701gender in Dale Aceptar 2013. More people decided to partic-
702ipate with Alice than with Chatbot (8,502 versus 1,454). We
703attribute the difference to the fact that most teenagers do
704not know what a chatbot is while Alice was presented as a
705tool to program video games and animations, two concepts
706very familiar to them. Also, the prize of the competition
707was a gaming console,4 which attracts gamers.

Fig. 7. Age distribution of the Dale Aceptar 2013 participants.

3. It should be noted that the existence of a final undisclosed ques-
tionnaire leads students into not using rules that textually match each
given question because some variation of it could reappear under a
slightly different form. Thus, they should use the learned concepts to
accept more general inputs.

4. Choosing a prize what would be appealing was not easy. Before
setting up the competition, a focus group study was conducted to find
out how to attract teenagers into the competition. When asked about a
prize they would desire, no clear consensual option was self suggested
by the female participants, while males immediately and affirmatively
suggested a gaming console. When such a prize was presented as an
option to females, it was accepted although not as effusively as their
male counterparts.
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709 any) in the chatbots produced by male and female partici-
710 pants we asked two Chatbot experts to mark the submitted
711 chatbots based on three criteria: 1) Character modeling:
712 how well the chatbot responses fitted the Alibi character
713 personality and story, and how interesting the responses
714 were, 2) Programming concepts mastery: whether condi-
715 tionals, variables and pattern matching were used when
716 appropriate, and 3) High level concept mastery: How well
717 states, topics and topic transitions of the Alibi question-
718 naires were modeled. The marks ranged between zero
719 (failed) and ten (excellent). No significant differences were
720 observed in criteria 1: participants of both genders got both
721 high and low marks in character modeling. But there were
722 considerable differences between criteria 2 and 3 for male
723 and female students. On the one hand, 80 percent of the
724 female chatbots had clearly identified, meaningful, disjoint
725 and exhaustive topics covering all turns in the Alibi conver-
726 sations and properly modeled topic shifts, while only 33
727 percent of the male chatbots did. On the other hand, females
728 had more trouble coming up with generic rules (pattern
729 matching and variables) to match several utterances that
730 correspond to a pattern. For example, a female participant
731 programmed 30 rules to match 30 different utterances that
732 could be matched with a single rule that used a variable.
733 That is, most female chatbots rated higher in criteria 3
734 (high-level CS concept mastery) than in criteria 2 (low-level
735 CS concept mastery). Most initiatives that seek to engage
736 students into CS propose programming challenges (see
737 related work in Section 2). According to these results such
738 initiatives could be more successful attracting females if
739 they proposed CS challenges more related to design and
740 modeling.
741 Two observations can be made from Dale Aceptar 2013
742 results from Table 1. First, the percentage of female partici-
743 pation with Chatbot (23 percent) is almost twice the one
744 with Alice (12 percent). This proportion is maintained for
745 those students that completed the competition and handed
746 in a product (Chatbot 25 percent versus Alice 15 percent).
747 Second, completion rate, as measured by number of stu-
748 dents who completed their work in the competition, reaches
749 7.01 percent in Chatbot while it is only 1.28 percent in Alice.
750 Alice completion rate was similar to that of the Dale Aceptar
751 2012 editions. We also repeat here the results of using Chat-
752 bot in Dale Aceptar 2012 (already introduced in Section 2.4).
753 In Dale Aceptar 2012 although 489 students signed in to par-
754 ticipate with Chatbot, only a few uploaded complete bots.
755 The task completion rate was 1.2 percent, similarly to with

756Alice. The female participation with Chatbot in 2012 was 27
757percent of females signing up in the Chatbot contest (versus
75810 percent in Alice).
759We observe that the task completion rate for the students
760that decided to use Chatbot with formative feedback (in
7612013) was almost six times greater (7 percent) than for the
762students that used Chatbot without formative feedback in
7632012. Also, in 2013 the task completion rate with Chatbot
764was five times greater than the completion rate with Alice
765(1.28 percent). The female participation rate with Chatbot
766with and without formative assessment was similar (23 per-
767cent versus 27 percent).
768Based on these results we pose the following two direc-
769tional hypotheses for them to be tested in a more observable
770classroom environment as explained below. Ha is related to
771gender.Ha0 (null): There is no significant difference in interest in
772Chatbot between girls and boys. Ha1 (alt): Girls are significantly
773more interested in Chatbot than boys. Hb is related to formative
774feedback. Hb0 (null): There is no significant difference in ease of
775use in Chatbot with formative feedback and without. Hb1 (alt):
776Chatbot is significantly easier to use with formative feedback.

7774.2 Chatbot Evaluation in the Classroom

778At the same time Dale Aceptar 2013 was launched, we con-
779ducted a pilot study using both Chatbot with Alibi in three
780public high schools in the city of C�ordoba, Argentina,
781through a 15-lesson course. Our goal was to evaluate Chat-
782bot in a classical classroom context and not in the self-learn-
783ing context that Dale Aceptar provides. We also wanted to
784know how students from poor context, and specially girls,
785with no previous interest in CS, engaged in programming
786using Chatbot with Alibi. In these two high-schools the 15-
787lesson course (which lasted 4 months) was mandatory for
788students.
789Introducing Chatbot in the context of public schools also
790lets us understand how students use the platform. We agree
791with Pears et al. [53] that researchers often spend a great
792amount of time developing a teaching tool, but very little
793effort disseminating it. Tools need customization and peda-
794gogical work before educational institutions can adopt them.
795The Chatbot course was designed to teach students
796how to program chatbots that play the role of a suspect in
797Alibi. Tutors visited the schools once a week to teach
798Chatbot. The lesson design for teaching Chatbot followed
799a discovery based approach [54]. All lessons had four dif-
800ferent segments:

8011) Motivation. It aimed to challenge students to use
802some CS concept. In this segment, the tutor pre-
803sented students with a goal, such as programming a
804bot that could reproduce a given dialogue in
805Chatbot.
8062) Tutorial. In this segment the tutor gave a short lec-
807ture consisting of an introduction to a CS concept
808that can be used to solve the problem, e.g., showing
809how variables are used in Chatbot. Intentionally, the
810tutor did not solve the problem, leaving room for
811student discovery.
8123) Exploration and production. In this segment stu-
813dents explore the platform, combining the concepts
814necessary to solve the challenge. The purpose of the

TABLE 1
Comparison of 2013 Dale Aceptar Participants That Registered

(Start) versus Those That Uploaded Their Work to the
Competition Web Page (End) by Tool

Alice Chatbot

Start End %End Start End %End

Female 1,022 16 1.57% 337 27 8.01%
Male 7,480 93 1.24% 1,117 75 6.71%
%Female 12% 15% 23% 26%

Total 8,502 109 1.28% 1,454 102 7.01%

The percentage of female participation is also reported.
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816 way to gain understanding [55]. This is a central
817 activity of the software development process when
818 there is a general objective but the details of how to
819 accomplish it are unclear. Students work in groups.
820 4) Show and assess. In the last part of each lesson stu-
821 dents share their progress on their chatbots with
822 other students. Student construction, presentation
823 and evaluation of their products has been shown to
824 improve the learning process [56]. Chatbot offers the
825 obtained score and incorrect question flags as a self
826 assessment mode that provides students with feed-
827 back on the quality of their rules. Other students
828 could inspect these automatic assessment results
829 and help improve it, or chat with the chatbot in a tab
830 provided for this purpose.
831 The pilot course was held in two public schools and was
832 attended by 46 students. The average agewas 15.4. 55 percent
833 of the students were female. The average age in School 1 was
834 14.7 and the students were attending their third high school
835 year, while the average age in School 2 was 16.5 and the stu-
836 dents were attending their fifth high school year. Students in
837 C�ordoba typically attend primary school from age 6 to 11
838 and then high school from age 12 to 17.
839 Students from both schools had similar socio-economical
840 situations: all students came from impoverished families.
841 The course was mandatory and taught during school hours,
842 thus there was no student self selection based on their previ-
843 ous interest in CS. The course did not include exams or pro-
844 vide extra credits.
845 Two tutors with a Masters degree in Computer Science
846 and 3 years of teaching experience taught the course, one in
847 each school. Both tutors were male and 25 years old. A
848 female assistant (majored in Education Sciences) made
849 classroom observations and both the assistant and the tutors
850 filled in post observations notes after each lesson. They were
851 acquainted with the teaching materials having previously
852 participated in the design of the lesson plans. The lesson
853 plans for Chatbot lessons are available at http://masmas.
854 unc.edu.ar/(in Spanish).
855 For the evaluation, we asked the students to complete a
856 post-test at the end of the course. The post-test included
857 multiple choice questions about their experience with Chat-
858 bot as well as open ended questions. At the end of the
859 experience we had multiple sources of data. Quantitative
860 data came from students’ answers to the post-test questions,

861and qualitative data from the assistant lesson observations,
862tutors post lesson reflections and the students’ open ques-
863tions. We present the quantitative results about Chatbot
864here and we compare them with the qualitative results in
865the following sections.
866All the following quantitative questions in our question-
867naires are based on a scale ranging from 0 (meaning “not at
868all”) to 10 (meaning “very much”). We list here the ques-
869tions asked to the students.

870C1) How interestingwas learning Chatbot for you?
871C2) Do you want to learn more using Chatbot?
872C3) How easywas learning Chatbot for you?
873C4) Could you successfully do the tasks in Chatbot?
874Questions C1 and C2 can be seen as indicators of per-
875ceived engagement or usefulness while C3 and C4 are
876intended to measure perceived ease of use. The standard
877Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [57] suggests that
878when users are presented with a new technology, perceived
879usefulness and perceived ease of use are the most important
880factors that influence their decision about how and when
881they will use it.
882In Fig. 8 we compare the average response for the four
883questions in the post-test discriminated by gender (N ¼ 46,
88425 female, 21 male). Girls’ self-reported interest is higher
885than boys’ for Chatbot. Girls’ interest with Chatbot had an
886average of 9.6 over 10. Boys’ interest with Chatbot had an
887average value of 5.6 over 10. Based on the data histograms
888we assume a normal distribution for the answers to the four
889questions. Hence, we performed independent t-tests on the
890data and found that the difference is statistically significant
891with p ¼ 0.01. After finishing the course, girls want to learn
892more using Chatbot (average 9.1) while half of the boys do
893not (average 5.2), the difference between genders is statisti-
894cally significant (independent t-tests, p¼ 0.01). These results
895give evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis Ha0 (null) in
896favor of the alternative one: girls are significantly more inter-
897ested in Chatbot than boys. These results are in line with the
898results reported in Section 4.1 where the female participation
899percentagewas higher with Chatbot thanwith Alice.
900In terms of easiness, again girls found Chatbot easier
901(average 8.9) than boys (average 6.8). Finally, also girls (8.4)
902agreedmore than boys (6.2) with the question that addressed
903whether they could successfully complete the tasks posed
904during Chatbot lessons. These differences were not statisti-
905cally significant (independent t-texts, p¼ 0.09 and p¼ 0.10).
906It is clear that automatic formative assessment is a useful
907feature for an online massive course, but we wanted to see
908whether in the classroom it also made a difference as posed
909by our hypothesis Hb. In order to evaluate this hypothesis
910we reproduced our 15-lesson course in a third high-school
911using Chatbot without its automatic formative assessment
912feature. We also asked the 34 participating students to com-
913plete the same post-questionnaire. In this third school 60
914percent of the students were female and the average age
915was 15.7. The course was taught by the teacher that taught
916at School 1. The results of the post-questionnaire are shown
917in Fig. 10 and are compared to the average results of schools
9181 and 2 reported in Fig. 9.
919The figure shows that the self-reported interest and the
920willingness to learnmore is similar for the students nomatter

Fig. 8. Average of questions C1, C2, C3, and C4 obtained in the high
schools pilot study, discriminated by gender. Data obtained from the
student’s post-test, N ¼ 46, 25 female, 21 male. Key: 1 ¼ interesting, 2
¼ learn more, 3 ¼ easy, 4 ¼ successfully.
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922 there is an statistically significant difference (p=0.01, inde-
923 pendent t-tests) in easiness and self-reported task comple-
924 tion. These results provide evidence for rejecting the null
925 hypothesis Hb0. The course was considered significantly
926 easier by the students that had access to the automatic forma-
927 tive feature. In an online massive course, where a teacher is
928 not available, the availability of automatic formative feed-
929 back might be even more relevant as suggested by the
930 increase in task completion reported in Section 4.1.

931 5 DISCUSSION AND QUALITATIVE EVIDENCE

932 We discuss here the reliability and validity issues on our
933 post-test instrument. With respect to reliability, we tested
934 the stability of our measurements by discriminating by
935 school the results obtained in the post-test. That is, we tried
936 the reliability of our post-test by a split-half technique. In
937 Fig. 9 we show the results obtained in the post-test discrimi-
938 nated by school (N ¼ 46, 22 school 1, 24 school 2). We per-
939 formed independent t-tests on the data. The differences
940 found are not statistically significant. Therefore, the results
941 are stable on two different student samples. The most
942 important differences on the two samples are student age
943 and tutor. The average age in School 1 was 14.7, while the
944 average age in School 2 was 16.5. Also, the tutors that taught
945 at each school were different as explained above.
946 Another aspect of reliability is internal consistency
947 among the questions. In order to verify whether similar
948 questions in our post-test gave rise to similar answers we
949 did a correlation analysis between them. As expected we
950 found that C1 and C2 (which are intended to measure
951 engagement) are strongly correlated with Pearson correla-
952 tion coefficient r equal to 0.8. That is, the desire of learning
953 more is strongly correlated to whether they found the tool
954 interesting. We also did a correlation analysis between C3
955 and C4 which are intended to measure ease of use. We
956 found that C3 and C4 are strongly correlated with Pearson
957 correlation coefficient r equal to 0.82.
958 A potential threat to our validity is that, in the classroom,
959 we only asked two questions related to engagement and
960 two questions related to ease of use. However, the results
961 found in the classroom are consistent with the results found
962 in the online competition Dale Aceptar. In Dale Aceptar,
963 Chatbot also increased the participation of girls, which is an
964 indicator of girls’ engagement. The completion rate with

965Chatbot (with formative feedback) was 5 times greater than
966with Alice, which can be considered an indicator of ease of
967use. In order to increase the validity of these observational
968empirical studies, we analyzed the evidence about ease of
969use and engagement found in the qualitative data collected
970in the classroom from tutors, students and observers. We
971describe this analysis in the next two sections.
972In Section 5.1 we present the qualitative study on engage-
973ment with Chatbot. The Section 5.2 presents qualitative
974results about ease of use.

9755.1 A Deeper Analysis of Engagement

976Using the quantitative data, we found students average
977responses on the questionnaires and related them to school
978and gender. For the analysis of qualitative data, following
979grounded theory analysis [58], we tagged observation pas-
980sages, tutors’ excerpts and student discourses. In this induc-
981tive reasoning process, we sought evidence to generate a
982category. Then, we compared and contrasted qualitative
983incidents within the same tag, identifying emerging themes
984and analytic categories. Following standard qualitative
985reporting [59], the description of our findings includes an
986explanation of the emerging theme as well as discourse
987transcriptions to illustrate and clarify our results.
988Tutors reported that introducing Chatbot was fun for stu-
989dents. In the first lecture, we used Chatbot’s ability to con-
990nect to social networks by telling the students to connect to
991Facebook and chat with the tutor, all the students at the same
992time. The tutor connected a chatbot to his account so that he
993was able to answer automatically to all students. The tutor
994reported: “The activity was a success. All of the students were
995engaged and I saw that they were having fun while chatting with
996my chatbot. At first they were surprised, after a while they realized
997they were chatting with a chatbot and found this interesting.”
998In general, almost all lesson observations contained inci-
999dents tagged in the engagement category. When describing
1000the attitude of students working on their lesson tutors and
1001assistants used the words “engaged”, “interested”, “fun”
1002and other synonyms very frequently, all indicators of
1003engagement according to [15]. This data was obtained from
100420 post lesson observations written by tutors and observers.
1005One possible explanation is that programming with Chatbot
1006was part of playing the game Alibi.
1007As with the online experience, we believe that Alibi pro-
1008vided a source of fun. For example, based on post lesson

Fig. 10. Average of questions C1, C2, C3, and C4 that compares the two
highschools of the pilot study that used Chatbot with automatic formative
feedback with a third school that used Chatbot without the automatic for-
mative feedback feature. Data obtained from the student’s post-test,
N ¼ 78, 46 with formative feedback, 34 without formative feedback.
Key: 1 ¼ interesting, 2 ¼ learn more, 3 ¼ easy, 4 ¼ successfully.

Fig. 9. Average of questions C1, C2, C3, and C4 obtained in the high
schools pilot study, discriminated by school. Data obtained from the
student’s post-test, N¼ 46, 22 school 1, 24 school 2. Key: 1¼ interesting,
2¼ learnmore, 3¼ easy, 4¼ successfully.
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1009 reflections, one lesson included collective testing of some
1010 interesting pre-made chatbots (the psychologist and a chat-
1011 bot that chats about his birthday). As those worked well,
1012 students showed interest in seeing how they were pro-
1013 grammed. After that segment of the lesson, Alibi was pre-
1014 sented. Students got hooked into the characters, and all of
1015 them preferred to start creating their own Alibi chatbot
1016 instead of trying to build one of the topic of their choice.
1017 A piece of evidence that seemed to suggest that the game
1018 setup could have provided a source of engagement comes
1019 from the students “exit tickets” where students mentioned
1020 what they liked about each day’s class. 22 percent of them
1021 mentioned they liked the game Alibi (“I like the ques-
1022 tionnaires”, “I like being the character”, “I like Alibi”), while 36
1023 percent of them mentioned they liked the platform Chatbot
1024 or chatting with Chatbot. 11 percent used the word “play”
1025 or “game” to describe what they liked the most, and 9 per-
1026 cent reported enjoying learning specific CS concepts (“I liked
1027 it when we learned variables/conditionals/states”).

1028 5.2 A Deeper Analysis of Easiness

1029 The second emerging theme in the qualitative analysis was
1030 that most CS concepts tackled with Alibi were “easy” for
1031 the majority of the students. Tutors and assistants reported
1032 in their observations that students learned “easily”, solved
1033 most of the challenges and discovered new rules or instruc-
1034 tions to develop their programs. For example one reflection
1035 mentioned: “I asked them to write something that required a con-
1036 ditional and gave the class time to find the right tool to solve the
1037 problem. In particular, one of the students found the option ‘create
1038 a conditional rule’ and solved the challenge.” Other classroom
1039 observations considered for this theme reported that stu-
1040 dents could solve challenges “rapidly”. Tutors observed
1041 that students easily understood and applied conditionals.
1042 However, some concepts were harder for our students.
1043 As an example, in one school, the tutor reported students
1044 had difficulties understanding finite state automata, despite
1045 eventually being able to apply it into their chatbots. In the
1046 other school the opposite happened: when the teacher pre-
1047 sented a problem requiring the use of states, two groups of
1048 students discovered how to make the Chatbot change from
1049 one state to the other on their own.
1050 Based on the analysis of classroom observations we
1051 found that students can discover and learn some concepts
1052 by themselves, following their own intuitions. For example,
1053 variables and conditionals were concepts that students dis-
1054 covered when exploring the platform. Some other concepts,
1055 such as finite state automata in Chatbot seemed to require
1056 much more thought, practice and analysis for some stu-
1057 dents. In spite of this, students reported finding Chatbot
1058 easy mainly because they could immediately evaluate the
1059 results of their programming through the automatic forma-
1060 tive feedback feature.

1061 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

1062 In this article we documented the creation of Chatbot, a
1063 chatbot programming platform whose intent is increasing
1064 student task completion and engagement, specially in girls,
1065 while teaching basic CS concepts, as a way of promoting
1066 interest towards CS-related careers and as a way of

1067contributing to the increasingly important discussion of
1068how to introduce high-school students to CS concepts in an
1069engaging way.
1070We evaluated Chatbot in two observational studies: an
1071online competition that included the use of the well known
1072educational tool Alice and in an in-class 15-lesson pilot
1073course in two high schools. Combining the results of these
1074studies allowed us to identified general findings with
1075largely quantitative data, and confirm, construct explana-
1076tions and understandings of these findings, from classroom
1077field work conducted in real school settings. In both studies,
1078most indicators of engagement (participation, task comple-
1079tion, interest, willingness to learn more and self reported
1080interest) were higher for girls than for boys when using
1081Chatbot. In the online study, task completion for the stu-
1082dents that decided to use Chatbot was five times higher
1083than for those that used Alice. In the in-classroom pilot
1084course, girls’ self-reported interest was considerably higher
1085than boys’ as was their willingness to learn more using
1086Chatbot. Moreover, in the online study, girls’ participation
1087rates doubled with Chatbot (23 percent) compared to Alice
1088(12 percent).
1089The interest and willingness to learn more observed in
1090the classroom could be due to good lesson design and
1091highly motivated tutors being in charge of lessons. The
1092same tutors taught boys and girls in the classroom and we
1093found significant differences that cannot be explained by
1094good teaching. Qualitative data showed also that students
1095had “fun”.
1096The differences observed in engagement for boys and
1097girls may be due to the dissimilar concepts that each tool
1098covers. For instance, Alice includes a complete program-
1099ming language, which could make it harder to use, and
1100although most of the concepts we taught during our courses
1101appear in both tools, not all of them do. If the difference in
1102engagement could be attributed to Chatbot being somehow
1103“incomplete”, a teaching strategy could be depicted for
1104girls: start with more structured albeit “incomplete” tools,
1105get them to the “want to learn more” state (Fig. 8) and then
1106move to more powerful platforms.
1107Learning from our previous experiences, Chatbot was
1108designed so that it easily lends itself to the use of structured
1109tasks and to provide automatic formative assessment. As
1110shown with the qualitative data, at least partially, the results
1111of our observational studies with Chatbot may be explained
1112by these two aspects of Alibi. Structured tasks and forma-
1113tive assessment guide students during the task resolution
1114and give a clear sense of progress. These two factors were
1115absent in the experience implemented with Alice. It is yet to
1116be determined by future research if some type of scaffolding
1117could improve the retention rate of those students that
1118decide to participate with Alice. This is a plausible hypothe-
1119sis but has its own set of challenges. For instance, work with
1120Alice could also be made more structured, focusing on
1121building a particular type of game instead of each student
1122choosing their favorite, and requiring students to follow
1123some sort of schedule where each week a particular aspect
1124of the game is tackled. However, nothing prevents students
1125from e.g., adding more characters or music (i.e., diverge
1126from the structure). Even in the case of a structured assign-
1127ment being given, providing support and feedback on their
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1128 programming in Alice can be done in class, while an online
1129 contest would need an immense amount of resources to
1130 provide the same level of individual assistance. This feed-
1131 back has no cost with Chatbot because the tool provides it
1132 automatically.
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